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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a web-turning
apparatus disposed in a running path of a web which
serves to change the running direction of the web.
[0002] Conventionally, air outlet openings are formed
in a longitudinal bar disposed in a web path, in order to
cause the web looped around the longitudinal bar to float
above the outer circumferential surface thereof by
means of air discharged therethrough. Such a turning
bar is disclosed in, for example, Japanese Utility Model
Application Laid-Open (kokai) Nos. 5-28632 "Turning
bar Apparatus" and 5-32353 "Web Guide Roll" and Jap-
anese Patent Application Laid-Open (kokai) No.
6-345306 "Turning Bar."
[0003] FIG. 6 shows the turning bar apparatus (here-
inafter, called the first conventional art) disclosed in Jap-
anese Utility Model Application Laid-Open (kokai) No.
5-28632. As shown in FIG. 6, a longitudinal bar 30 of
the web-turning apparatus includes an exterior pipe 32
having a hollow space 31 formed therein. A number of
air outlet openings 33 are formed in the exterior pipe 32
so as to extend from the hollow space 31 to the outer
circumferential surface of the exterior pipe 32, which
comes into contact with a web W.
[0004] The air outlet openings 33 are positioned in the
circumference of the exterior pipe 32 at a number of pre-
determined locations. The circumferential portion of the
longitudinal bar over which the web loops in order to
change direction shall be termed hereafter as the "web-
looping region". Air outlet openings are positioned at: i)
a first point of contact 34 between the web and the turn-
ing bar 30; ii) final point of contact 35 between the web
and the turning bar 30; and iii) a central section 39 of
the web-looping-region located at the midpoint between
the upstream section of the web-looping-region 34 and
the downstream section of the web-looping-region 35.
An upstream circumferential portion 37 extends be-
tween the upstream section of the web-looping-region
34 and the central section 39 of the web-looping-region.
A downstream circumferential portion 38 extends be-
tween the downstream section 38 of the web-looping-
region and the central section 39 of the web-looping-
region. In each of the positions, a plurality of air outlet
openings 33 are arranged in a row along the length of
the turning bar 30.
[0005] The turning bar 30 is disposed in a web path
of a rotary press.
[0006] Compressed air supplied to the hollow space
31 is discharged through the air outlet openings 33
formed in the turning bar 30 so as to cause the web W
to float above the outer circumferential surface of the
exterior pipe 32 thereby preventing blurred printing
which might otherwise result from rubbing or contact be-
tween the web W and the outer circumferential surface
of the turning bar 30.
[0007] Japanese Utility Model Application Laid-Open
(kokai) No. 5-28632 (hereinafter, called the second con-

ventional art) also discloses a turning bar apparatus im-
proved from the turning bar apparatus of the first con-
ventional art. According to the second conventional art,
an air duct is disposed on the side of the exterior pipe
32 where the web W does not contact the exterior pipe
32. Compressed air is supplied to the air duct. Nozzles
are attached to the air duct so as to discharge com-
pressed air therethrough in a direction tangent to the
exterior pipe 32 toward the first point of contact 34 be-
tween the web and the pipe where the web W begins to
be looped around the exterior pipe 32, and toward the
final point of contact 35, where the web W leaves the
exterior pipe 32. According to the second conventional
art, through discharge of compressed air through the
nozzles, the web W is caused to be floated farther above
the outer circumferential surface of the exterior pipe 32.
[0008] According to Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open (kokai) No. 6-345306 (hereinafter, called the
third conventional art), as shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B, a
turning bar 2 for changing the running direction of a web
1 by substantially ninety degrees is disposed in combi-
nation with an upstream guide roller 13 and a down-
stream guide roller 14. The upstream guide roller 13 is
adapted to lead the web 1 toward the turning bar 2 and
is disposed upstream of the turning bar 2 with respect
to the direction of travel of the web 1 such that an axis
level thereof is equal to that of the turning bar 2 and such
that phase thereof differs 45 degrees from that of the
turning bar 2. The downstream guide roller 14 causes
the web 1 to separate from the turning bar 2 and is dis-
posed downstream of the turning bar 2 such that an axis
level thereof is equal to that of the turning bar 2 and such
that phase thereof differs 45 degrees from that of the
turning bar 2 and 90 degrees from that of the upstream
guide roller 13.
[0009] At least three rows of nozzles 5 are arranged
on the surface of the turning bar 2 along the length of
the turning bar 2 over a length corresponding to the
width of the web 1, as well as within a circumferential
web-looping region of the turning bar 2. The nozzles 5
are arranged at equal intervals along a portion or the
entirety of the length corresponding to the width of the
web 1. The rows of nozzles are arranged such that the
radial positions of adjacent rows of nozzles 5 are equal
to each other. An additional row of nozzles 5 is arranged
longitudinally inward and at greater density than are the
three rows of nozzles 5 on the surface of the turning bar
2 over an appropriate length from a portion of the turning
bar 2 corresponding to a web side edge portion at which
the length of the web 1 extending between the upstream
guide roller 13 and the turning bar 2 is shorter than that
as measured at the other web side edge. Similarly, an
additional row of nozzles 5 is arranged longitudinally in-
ward and at greater density than are the three rows of
nozzles 5 on the surface of the turning bar 2 over an
appropriate length from a portion of the turning bar 2
corresponding to a web side edge portion at which the
length of the web 1 extending between the downstream
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guide roller 14 and the turning bar 2 is shorter than that
as measured at the other web side edge. Through such
arrangement of nozzles 5, compressed air is supplied
in greater amount to a portion of the web 1 which would
otherwise be floated to a lesser extent, thereby estab-
lishing sufficient floating of the web 1 over the length of
the turning bar 2.
[0010] As shown in FIGS. 9A and 9B, a web guide roll
2 disclosed in Japanese Utility Model Application Laid-
Open (kokai) No. 5-32353 (hereinafter, called the fourth
conventional art) is used for changing the running direc-
tion of a web 1 while the web 1 is floated above the sur-
face thereof by means of air. A plurality of small holes 4
are formed in a web-looping region of the web guide roll
2 so as to discharge air therethrough for floating the web
1. The small holes 4 are distributed on the web guide
roll 2 circumferentially within a range from the position
where the web 1 begins to be looped around the web
guide roll 2, to the position of a quarter circumference.
In addition to the small holes 4, Coanda-type slits 5 (or
a row of Coanda-type small holes 5') are formed for dis-
charging air therethrough.
[0011] On the upstream side of a region of distributed
small holes 4, a longitudinal Coanda-type slit 5 or a row
of Coanda-type small holes (not shown) is arranged
along the axial direction of the guide roll 2 such that air
is discharged therethrough in an inclined manner so as
to follow travel of the web 1. On the downstream side of
the region of distributed small holes 4, a longitudinal
Coanda-type slit 5 or a row of Coanda-type small holes
(not shown) is arranged along the axial direction of the
guide roll such that air is discharged therethrough in an
inclined manner so as to flow against travel of the web
1. Circumferential Coanda-type slits 5' are formed on
the opposite sides of the region of distributed small
holes 4 with respect to the web-width direction such that
air is discharged therethrough in an inclined manner so
as to flow inward with respect to the axial direction of
the guide roll 2.
[0012] Through discharge of air from the Coanda-type
slits 5' and a row of Coanda-type small holes (not
shown) and from the Coanda-type slits 5', the ratio of
the amount of escaping air to the amount of air dis-
charged from the small holes 4 is reduced, thereby en-
hancing floating of the web 1.
[0013] However, the above-described configurations
have been found to involve the following problems.
[0014] In the web-turning apparatus according to the
first and second conventional arts, as shown in FIG. 6,
the force exerted by air discharged from the air outlet
openings 33 arranged along the length of the bar 30 at
the central section 39 of the web-looping-region is di-
rected against a resultant force of a tension T of a web
W1 which runs toward the longitudinal bar 30 and a ten-
sion T of a web W2 which leaves the longitudinal bar 30.
Thus, the floating force is directly subjected to the re-
sultant force; i.e., 2T. As the web tensions T increase,
the gap between the web W and the surface of the ex-

terior pipe 32 decreases as shown in FIG. 7A; i.e., the
web tensions T cause the air outlet openings 33. to be-
come blocked.
[0015] As a result, in the case where blowing cello-
phane paper under tension causes vibration of the pa-
per, the web W jitters across its width. Such jittering
causes the web W to move widthwise, or to undergo
transverse paper shift. Jittering of the web W increases
with the pressure of compressed air 36, causing not only
transverse paper shift but also imposition of an unnec-
essarily strong tension on the web W resulting in the un-
stable travel of the web W.
[0016] Also, as shown in Fig. 6, at the upstream sec-
tion 34 of the web-looping-region and at the downstream
section 35 of the web-looping-region, a floating force ex-
erted by air discharged from the longitudinally arranged
air outlet discharged from the longitudinally arranged air
outlet openings 33 is directed substantially perpendicu-
lar to the tension T of the web W1 and to the tension T
of the web W2, respectively. Thus, a force for pressing
the web W1 (W2) toward the air outlet openings 33 is
not directly influenced by the web tension T.
[0017] That is, since no force is generated for press-
ing toward the air outlet openings 33 the web W1 run-
ning toward the turning bar 30 and the web W2 leaving
the turning bar 30, travel of the web W becomes unsta-
ble. Particularly, when the web tensions T are weak, the
compressed air 36 is discharged against the web W
which is running unstably, causing the web W to flutter.
The fluttering web W closes and opens in an irregular
manner the longitudinally arranged air outlet openings
33. As a result, air flow balance within the gap between
the web W and the outer circumferential surface of the
exterior pipe 32 tends to be destroyed with respect to
the web width direction, although air flow balance is
maintained with respect to the circumferential direction
of the turning bar 30. Thus, the web W is likely to move
widthwise.
[0018] Increased supply of the compressed air 36
causes unnecessarily intensive floating of the web W,
causing increased fluttering of the web W. Thus, travel
of the web W becomes more unstable.
[0019] Therefore, since the supply of the compressed
air 36 is must be decreased, the web W fails to float suf-
ficiently, causing rubbing between the turning bar 30 and
the web W with resultant blurred printing. Further, the
air outlet openings 33 may become clogged with ink and
paper dust.
[0020] In the turning bar according to the third con-
ventional art, a number of nozzles are arranged at a por-
tion of the turning bar which is in contact with the web.
Further, since a row of nozzles is arranged along the
axial direction of the turning bar at the circumferential
center of the web-looping region, the turning bar causes
a phenomenon similar to the phenomenon induced by
a row of air outlet openings arranged at the web-looping-
region center-portion 39 in the first and second conven-
tional arts.
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[0021] Also, nozzles are arranged at greater density
at portions of the turning bar corresponding to side edge
portions of the looped web than at an intermediate por-
tion of the turning bar. As in the case shown in FIG. 7B,
air discharged from those nozzles which are located in
correspondence with the side edge portions of the web
may turn up the side edge portions of the web, thereby
disturbing a floating state of the web. As a result, air flow
balance within the gap between the web and the web-
looping region of the turning bar tends to be destroyed
with respect to the web width direction, while air flow
balance is rather maintained with respect to the circum-
ferential direction of the turning bar. Thus, the web is
likely to move widthwise. Particularly, when the supply
of compressed air is increased, the side edge portions
of the web become more likely to be turned up; thus, the
web becomes more likely to move widthwise.
[0022] Therefore, since the supply of compressed air
must be decreased, the web fails to float sufficiently,
causing rubbing between the turning bar and the web
with resultant blurred printing. Further, the nozzles may
become clogged with ink and paper dust.
[0023] In the guide roll (turning bar) according to the
fourth conventional art, at a portion of the guide roll
where the web begins to be looped around the guide roll
and at a portion of the guide roll where the web leaves
the guide roll, a floating force exerted by air discharged
from the longitudinally arranged air outlet holes is direct-
ed substantially perpendicular to tension associated
with the approaching web and to tension associated with
the leaving web, respectively. Thus, a force for pressing
the web toward the air outlet holes is not directly influ-
enced by the web tension.
[0024] That is, since no force is generated for press-
ing toward the air outlet holes the web running toward
the guide roll and the web leaving the guide roll, travel
of the web becomes unstable. Particularly, when the
web tension is weak, compressed air is discharged
against the web which is running unstably, causing the
web to flutter. The fluttering web closes and opens in an
irregular manner the longitudinally arranged air outlet
holes. As a result, air flow balance within the gap be-
tween the web and the web-looping region of the guide
roll tends to be destroyed with respect to the web width
direction, while air flow balance is rather maintained with
respect to the circumferential direction of the guide roll.
Thus, the web is likely to move widthwise. Increased
supply of compressed air causes unnecessarily inten-
sive floating of the web, causing increased fluttering of
the web. Thus, travel of the web becomes more unsta-
ble.
[0025] Also, as in the case shown in FIG. 7B, air dis-
charged from those nozzles which are located at por-
tions of the guide roll corresponding to the side edge
portions of the web may turn up the side edge portions
of the web, thereby disturbing a floating state of the web.
As a result, air flow balance within the gap between the
web and the web-looping region of the guide roll tends

to be destroyed with respect to the web width direction,
while air flow balance is rather maintained with respect
to the circumferential direction of the guide roll. Thus,
the web is likely to move widthwise. Particularly, when
the supply of compressed air is increased, the side edge
portions of the web become more likely to be turned up;
thus, the web becomes more likely to move widthwise.
[0026] Therefore, since the supply of compressed air
must be decreased, the web fails to float sufficiently,
causing rubbing between the guide roll and the web with
resultant blurred printing. Further, the air outlet holes
may become clogged with ink and paper dust.
[0027] US4453465 and US5092573 each show a web
turning apparatus according to the prior art.
[0028] The present invention aims to alleviate the
aforementioned problems and to provide a web-turning
apparatus which preferably allows a web to stably float
above a web-looping region of the outer circumferential
surface of a turning bar thereby allowing the web to run,
with reduced resistance, along the outer circumferential
surface of the turning bar. The use of a web-turning ap-
paratus according to the present invention desirably
causes smaller fluctuations of web tension thereby en-
abling stable travel of the web without the involvement
of transverse web shift. The present invention advanta-
geously provides good printing quality without dirtying
the printed paper surface, and reduces the clogging of
air outlet openings with ink and paper dust so as to fa-
cilitate maintenance thereof.
[0029] According to the present invention, there is
provided means for changing the direction of travel of a
web comprising: i) a longitudinal bar comprising a hollow
cylinder having a plurality of air outlet openings formed
in a plurality of rows along the length thereof, such that
said air outlet openings extend through the wall of said
longitudinal bar, wherein the outer circumferential sur-
face of said longitudinal bar has a web looping region,
around which the web loops so as to change its direction
of travel from a first direction to a second direction, said
web looping region having an upstream portion, com-
prising the circumferential portion of the bar extending
between the point at which said web first contacts the
bar and the mid point between the initial and final points
of contact between the web and the bar, and a down-
stream portion comprising the circumferential portion of
the bar extending between said midpoint and the final
point of contact between the web and the bar, ii) a supply
unit for supplying compressed air to the hollow interior
of said turning bar such that, in use, air is expelled
through said air outlet openings, wherein at least one
row of air outlet openings is provided in each of said
upstream portion of the web looping region and said
downstream portion of the web looping region, and
wherein there are no air outlet openings at said initial
and final contact points between the web and the bar,
and the midpoint there between, characterised in that
the air outlet openings at either end of each row of air
outlet openings are located 50 mm to 150 mm inward
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from positions on said bar which correspond to the side
edges of the web when looped around the turning bar
in use.
[0030] Preferably, air outlet openings positioned at
opposite ends of each row of air outlet openings are lo-
cated 50 mm to 150 mm inward from positions on the
turning bar corresponding to side edges of the web
looped around the turning bar.
[0031] Preferably, the rows of air outlet openings are
located within a circumferential range encompassing
central angles of 5 degrees to 60 degrees with respect
to the web-looping-region center-portion.
[0032] Preferably, a single row of air outlet openings
is arranged within the web-looping-region upstream-
portion in such a manner so as to assume a central an-
gle of substantially 45 degrees with respect to the web-
looping-region center-portion, and a single row of air
outlet openings is arranged within the web-looping-re-
gion downstream-portion in such a manner so as to as-
sume a central angle of substantially 15 degrees with
respect to the web-looping-region center-portion.
[0033] Through employment of the above features,
the web-turning apparatus of the present invention al-
lows the web to float above the web-looping region of
the turning bar and to run in a stable state.
[0034] Particularly, since air outlet openings are not
arranged at the web-looping-region center-portion, an
air-cushion effect is less susceptible to web tension, so
that a stable air-cushion layer is formed there, thereby
allowing the web to be floated uniformly and to run more
stably.
[0035] Further, since the web can be caused to stably
run in a uniformly floated state, no friction is produced
during travel of the web along the web-looping region of
the turning bar, thereby reducing fluctuations in web ten-
sion and thus preventing a problem which would other-
wise result from fluctuations in web tension. Thus, stable
printing becomes possible in, for example, a rotary
press.
[0036] Since the surface of the turning bar does not
come into contact with the running web, good printing
quality is provided, and less clogging of air outlet open-
ings with ink and paper dust is involved to thereby facil-
itate maintenance of the turning bar apparatus.
[0037] For a better understanding of the present in-
vention, and to show how the same may be carried into
effect, reference will now be made, by way of example,
to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a turning bar accord-
ing to embodiments of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a transverse sectional view of the turning
bar according to the first embodiment of the present
invention (a sectional view taken along line II-II of
FIG. 1);
FIG. 3 is a longitudinal sectional of the turning bar
of FIG. 2 (a sectional view taken along line III-III of
FIG. 2);

FIG. 4 is a transverse sectional view of the turning
bar according to the second embodiment of the
present invention (a sectional view taken along line
II-II of FIG. 1);
FIG. 5 is a perspective view showing another state
of use of the turning bar of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a transverse sectional view of a conven-
tional turning bar;
FIGS. 7A and 7B are longitudinal sectional views of
the conventional turning bar;
FIGS. 8A and 8B are perspective views of another
conventional turning bar; and
FIGS. 9A and 9B are perspective and sectional
views of another conventional turning bar.

[0038] Turning bar apparatus 1 according to the em-
bodiments of the present invention are adapted to
change the running direction of web W. The turning bar
apparatus 1 includes a stationary turning bar 2 assum-
ing the form of a hollow cylinder and an unillustrated
compressed-air supply unit for supplying compressed
air 3 into the hollow interior of the turning bar 2. Air outlet
openings 4 are formed in a portion of the surface of the
turning bar 2 around which the web W is looped so as
to change its running direction. The air outlet openings
4 extend through the wall of the turning bar 2 between
the hollow interior of the turning bar and the outer cir-
cumferential surface of the turning bar. Air is discharged
from the air outlet openings 4 so as to cause the web W
to float above the surface of the turning bar 2, thereby
eliminating friction between the turning bar 2 and the
running web W for stable, smooth travel of the web W.
The air outlet openings 4 are arranged on the turning
bar 2 in a position which will be described later.
[0039] The turning bar 2 is disposed such that the run-
ning web W is looped therearound so as to change its
running direction at a desired angle.
[0040] For example, as shown in FIG. 1, the turning
bar 2 is disposed so as to form an angle of substantially
45 degrees with the running direction of an upstream
web W1 which runs toward the turning bar 2 and with
the running direction of a downstream web W2 which
leaves the turning bar 2. The turning bar 2 guides the
web W looped therearound, thereby changing the run-
ning direction of the web W by substantially 90 degrees
and turning the web W upside down.
[0041] The angle of changing the running direction of
the web W is not limited to 90 degrees as shown in FIG.
1, but may be acute or obtuse. The turning bar 2 is dis-
posed so as to form a desired angle with the running
direction of the web W. For example, as shown in FIG.
5, when the running direction is to be changed substan-
tially 180 degrees; i.e., when the running direction of the
web W is to be reversed, the turning bar 2 is disposed
perpendicularly to the traveling direction of the web W.
[0042] Arrangement of air outlet openings 4 formed in
the outer circumferential surface of the turning bar 2 of
the turning bar apparatus 1 according to a first embod-
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iment of the present invention will next be described with
reference to FIGS. 2 and 3.
[0043] As shown in FIG. 2, the air outlet openings 4
are positioned within a web-looping region 7 of the outer
circumferential surface of the turning bar 2. The web-
looping region 7 extends between the first point of con-
tact between the web and the bar which is where a web
W1 running toward the turning bar 2 begins to be looped
around the turning bar 2, and the final point of contact
between the web and the bar

which is where a web W2 running away from be-
gins to leave the turning bar 2. More specifically, the air
outlet openings 4 are arranged in rows along the longi-
tudinal direction of the turning bar 2 in a circumferential
position which is located within a web-looping-region
upstream-portion 9 extending between the first point of
contact between the web and the bar 5, and the midpoint
between the initial and final points of contact 8 located
substantially at the circumferential center of the web-
looping region 7 and which forms a central angle X (of
5 degrees to 60 degrees) with the midpoint 8, as well as
in a circumferential position which is located within a
web-looping-region downstream-portion 10 extending
between the midpoint 8, and the final point of contact
between the web and the bar 6 and which forms a cen-
tral angle Y (of 5 degrees to 60 degrees) with the web-
looping-region center-portion 8.
[0044] Also, as shown in FIG. 3, air outlet openings 4
positioned at opposite ends of each row of air outlet
openings 4 are located 50 mm to 150 mm inward from
positions on the turning bar 2 which correspond to side
edges of the web W looped around the turning bar 2.
[0045] Operation of the turning bar apparatus 1 ac-
cording to the first embodiment will next be described.
[0046] Compressed air 3 is supplied from an unillus-
trated air supply unit into the hollow interior of the turning
bar 2 and is then discharged from all the air outlet open-
ings 4. Thus, the web W which is looped around the web-
looping region 7 of the turning bar 2 so as to change its
its running direction by substantial 90 degrees, is
caused to float above the outer circumferential surface
of the turning bar 2.
[0047] More specifically, in order to float the web W
above the web-looping region 7 of the turning bar 2, the
compressed air 3 is discharged from a plurality of air
outlet openings 4X which are arranged within the web-
looping-region upstream portion 9 along the longitudinal
direction of the turning bar 2 and in a circumferential po-
sition forming a central angle X (of 45 degrees, for ex-
ample) with the midpoint region 8. Travel of the web W
causes the thus-discharged air to flow through the gap
between the web W and the web-looping region 7 of the
turning bar 2 in the running direction of the web W there-
by pressing the web W up.
[0048] As mentioned previously, at the midpoint be-
tween the initial and final points of contact between the
web and the bar 8, a resultant force of a tension T of the
web W1 which runs toward the turning bar 2 and a ten-

sion T of the web W2 which leaves the turning bar 2; i.
e., the resultant force 2T directly acts on the web W. In
other words, in the web-looping region 7, the maximum
tension acts on the web W at the midpoint region 8.
Thus, the gap between the web W and the web-looping
region 7 becomes minimum at the midpoint region 8.
[0049] The compressed air 3 discharged from the air
outlet openings 4X flows in the running direction of the
web W as mentioned above and then reaches the mid-
point region 8 where an air path is throttled to become
a throttled path 11. A portion of the air 3 enters the throt-
tled path 11 and expands the throttled path 11, whereas
the remaining portion of the air 3 flows in the width di-
rection of the web W toward the side edges of the web
W while expanding the throttled path 11, thereby caus-
ing the web W to float more at the throttled path 11.
[0050] The compressed air 3 is discharged from a plu-
rality of air outlet openings 4Y which are arranged within
the web-looping-region downstream-portion 10 along
the longitudinal direction of the turning bar 2 and in a
circumferential position forming a central angle Y (of 15
degrees, for example) with the midpoint region 8. A por-
tion of the discharged compressed air 3 merges with air
which has passed through the throttled path 11 and
helps press the web W up at the midpoint region 8.
The remaining portion of the discharged compressed air
3 flows in the running direction of the web W, thereby
causing the web W to float in a circumferential region
extending from the air outlet openings 4Y to the final
point of contact 6, between the web and the turning bar
2.
[0051] In the circumferential positions where the air
outlet openings 4X and 4Y are arranged, the resultant
force 2T of the tension T of the web W1 and the tension
T of the web W2 is not directly exerted on the web W,
but web tension exerted on the web W is dispersively
decreased. Thus, the web W does not vibrate.
[0052] As shown in FIG. 3, air outlet openings 4X (4Y)
positioned at opposite ends of a row of air outlet open-
ings 4X (4Y) are located an appropriate distance of 50
mm to 150 mm (for example, 100 mm) inward from po-
sitions on the turning bar 2 which correspond to side
edges of the web W looped around the turning bar 2. As
a result, the compressed air 3 discharged from the air
outlet openings 4X (4Y) does not cause unnecessarily
intensive floating of the side-edge portions of the web W.
[0053] As described above, the circumferential posi-
tions of the air outlet openings 4 on the turning bar 2 are
determined to avoid the position at which the tension T
of the web W1 which runs toward the turning bar 2 and
the tension T of the web W2 which leaves the turning
bar 2 act on the web W most greatly, and also avoid the
first point of contact 5, and the final point of contact 6.
Therefore, it becomes possible to avoid the problems
involved in conventional turning bars; i.e., the problem
that the web W jitters due to the compressed air 3 jetted
from the air outlet openings 4 at a position at which
strong tensions T act on the web, and the problem that
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the web W flutters and causes transverse shift at posi-
tions at which the web W tends to become insatiable
due to insufficient tensions or other causes.
[0054] Further, the air outlet openings 4 are formed
on the turning bar 2 at positions at which the tensions T
acting on the web W are dispersively decreased, while
avoiding the position at which the largest force acts on
the web W due to the tensions T. Thus, a portion of the
compressed air 3 discharged from the air outlet open-
ings 4 is caused to flow along the web W to the midpoint
region 8 at which the web W receives the tensions T
most greatly, whereby the throttled path 11 is expanded,
whereas the remaining portion of the air 3 flows in the
width direction of the web W to thereby cause the web
W to float. Thus, the web W is stably floated all the time.
[0055] Since the air outlet openings 4 are not ar-
ranged at the midpoint region 8, a flow of air is not dis-
turbed at the midpoint region 8. Thus, the floating state
of the web W is maintained stably and reliably. The run-
ning web W can be looped around the turning bar 2 with-
out rubbing the outer circumferential surface of the turn-
ing bar 2.
[0056] The air outlet openings 4 positioned at oppo-
site ends of a row of air outlet openings 4 are located
50 mm to 150 mm inward from positions on the turning
bar 2 which correspond to side edges of the web W
looped around the turning bar 2. As a result, the free
side edges of the web W are less susceptible to the com-
pressed air 3 discharged from the air outlet openings 4.
Thus, the web W is not floated to an unnecessarily in-
tensive extent, and thus runs stably without involvement
of a transverse shift.
[0057] The turning bar apparatus 1 was tested for the
floating state of the web W while the central angle of a
row of air outlet openings 4 with respect to the web-loop-
ing-region center-portion 8 was varied. According to the
test results, the web W was floated favorably when a
row of air outlet openings 4X arranged in the web-loop-
ing-region upstream-portion 9 assumed a central angle
of 10 degrees to 60 degrees with respect to the midpoint
region 8, and a row of air outlet openings 4Y arranged
in the web-looping-region downstream-portion 10 as-
sumed a central angle of 5 degrees to 50 degrees with
respect to the midpoint region 8.
[0058] Particularly, when the row of air outlet open-
ings 4X assumed a central angle of 45 degrees, and the
row of air outlet openings 4Y assumed a central angle
of 15 degrees, the compressed air 3 discharged from
the air outlet openings 4X formed the most stable air-
cushion layer between the web W and the turning bar 2
in the web-looping region 7. A stably floating state of the
web W was observed at the midpoint region 8, where
the effect of the web tensions T is most prominently
yielded. The compressed air 3 discharged from the air
outlet openings 4Y was found to function effectively for
helping formation of and stably maintaining the air-cush-
ion layer. The web W was floated substantially uniformly
and was run stably.

[0059] The turning bar apparatus 1 was also tested
for the positional relationship between the opposite end
air outlet openings 4 of a row of air outlet openings 4
and the side edges of the web W looped around the turn-
ing bar 2. According to the test, when the air outlet open-
ings 4 positioned at opposite ends of a row of air outlet
openings 4 was located 50 mm to 150 mm inward from
positions on the turning bar 2 which corresponded to
side edges of the web W looped around the turning bar
2, the compressed air 3 discharged from the air outlet
openings 4 did not turn up the side edge portions of the
web W. Thus, the side edge portions of the web W did
not flutter. The web W was floated substantially uniform-
ly and was run stably.
[0060] FIG. 4 shows a turning bar apparatus 1 accord-
ing to a second embodiment of the present invention.
According to the second embodiment, the air outlet
openings 4X are arranged in a plurality of rows in the
web-looping-region upstream-portion 9, and the air out-
let openings 4Y are arranged in a plurality of rows in the
web-looping-region downstream-portion 10. The turn-
ing bar apparatus 1 according to the second embodi-
ment was tested in a manner similar to that of the first
embodiment, and was found to yield actions and effects
similar to those which the turning bar apparatus 1 ac-
cording to the first embodiment yielded.
[0061] Obviously, numerous modifications and varia-
tions of the present invention are possible in light of the
above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that
within the scope of the appended claims, the present
invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifical-
ly described herein.

Claims

1. Means (1) for changing the direction of travel of a
web (W) comprising:

i) a longitudinal bar (2) comprising a hollow cyl-
inder having a plurality of air outlet openings (4)
formed in a plurality of rows along the length
thereof, such that said air outlet openings ex-
tend through the wall of said longitudinal bar,
wherein the outer circumferential surface of
said longitudinal bar has a web looping region
(7), around which the web loops so as to
change its direction of travel from a first direc-
tion to a second direction, said web looping re-
gion having an upstream portion (W1), com-
prising the circumferential portion (9) of the bar
extending between the point at which said web
first contacts the bar (5) and the mid point (8)
between the initial and final (6) points of contact
between the web and the bar, and a down-
stream portion (W2) comprising the circumfer-
ential portion (10) of the bar extending between
said midpoint and the final point of contact be-
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tween the web and the bar,
ii) a supply unit for supplying compressed air
(3) to the hollow interior of said turning bar such
that, in use, air is expelled through said air out-
let openings wherein at least one row of air out-
let openings is provided in each of said up-
stream portion of the web looping region and
said downstream portion of the web looping re-
gion, and wherein there are no air outlet open-
ings at said initial and final contact points be-
tween the web and the bar, and the midpoint
there between, characterised in that the air
outlet openings at either end of each row of air
outlet openings (4) are located 50 mm to 150
mm inward from positions on said bar which
correspond to the side edges of the web when
looped around the turning bar in use.

2. Means according to claim 1 wherein the rows of air
outlet openings (4) are located within a circumfer-
ential range between circumferential positions hav-
ing central angles of 5 and 60 degrees, respectively,
with respect to the midpoint (8) between the initial
(5) and final (6) points of contact between the web
(W) and the bar (2).

3. Means according to claim 2, wherein a single row
of air outlet openings (4) is arranged within the web-
looping region (7) in such a manner so as to assume
a central angle of substantially 45 degrees with re-
spect to said midpoint, and a single row of air outlet
openings is arranged within the downstream-por-
tion (10) in such a manner so as to assume a central
angle of substantially 15 degrees with respect to the
midpoint.

4. Means according to any preceding claim, wherein
the rows of air outlet openings are located within a
circumferential range between circumferential posi-
tions having central angles of 5 and 60 degrees, re-
spectively, with respect to the midpoint.

5. Means according to claim 4, wherein a single row
of air outlet openings is arranged within the up-
stream-portion (9) in such a manner so as to as-
sume a central angle of substantially 45 degrees
with respect to the midpoint, wherein a single row
of air outlet openings is arranged within the down-
stream-portion (10) in such a manner so as to as-
sume a central angle of substantially 15 degrees
with respect to the midpoint (8).

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung (1), die die Bewegungsrichtung einer
Bahn (VV) ändert, umfassend:

i) einen Längsstab (2), der aus einem hohlen
Zylinder besteht, der zahlreiche Auslassöffnun-
gen (4) aufweist, die in mehreren Reihen ent-
lang der Länge des Stabs so angeordnet sind,
dass die Luftauslassöffnungen durch die Wand
des Längsstabs verlaufen, wobei die äußere
Randfläche des Längsstabs einen Bahnkrüm-
mungsbereich (7) aufweist, um den die Bahn
geschlungen ist, so dass sich ihre Bewegungs-
richtung von einer ersten Richtung in eine zwei-
te Richtung ändert, und der Bahnkrümmungs-
bereich einen stromaufwärtigen Abschnitt (W1)
hat, der den Randbereich (9) des Stabs ein-
schließt, der sich von dem Punkt (5), an dem
die Bahn den Stab zuerst berührt, bis zu dem
Mittelpunkt (8) zwischen dem ersten Berühr-
punkt und dem letzten Berührpunkt (6) der
Bahn und des Stabs erstreckt, und einen strom-
abwärtigen Abschnitt (W2), der den Randbe-
reich (10) des Stabs einschließt, der sich vom
Mittelpunkt bis zum letzten Berührpunkt zwi-
schen der Bahn und dem Stab erstreckt,
ii) eine Versorgungseinheit, die dem hohlen In-
neren des Umlenkstabs Druckluft (3) derart zu-
führt, dass bei Gebrauch Luft durch die Luftaus-
lassöffnungen ausgestoßen wird, wobei min-
destens eine Reihe Luftauslassöffnungen je-
weils im stromaufwärtigen Abschnitt des Bahn-
krümmungsbereichs und im stromabwärtigen
Abschnitt des Bahnkrümmungsbereichs vor-
handen ist, und wobei am ersten und am letzten
Berührpunkt zwischen der Bahn und dem Stab
und am dazwischen liegenden Mittelpunkt kei-
ne Luftauslassöffnungen vorhanden sind, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Luftauslass-
öffnungen an beiden Enden einer jeden Reihe
Luftauslassöffnungen (4) um 50 mm bis 150
mm nach innen versetzt angeordnet sind, und
zwar bezogen auf Positionen auf dem Stab, die
den Seitenkanten der Bahn entsprechen, wenn
die Bahn bei Gebrauch um den Umlenkstab ge-
schlungen ist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, worin die Reihen der
Luftauslassöffnungen (4) innerhalb eines Randbe-
reichs angeordnet sind, der zwischen Randpositio-
nen mit Mittenwinkeln von 5 bis 60 Grad liegt, und
zwar bezogen auf den Mittelpunkt (8) zwischen dem
Anfangspunkt (5) und dem Endpunkt (6) der Berüh-
rung zwischen der Bahn (W) und dem Stab (2).

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, worin eine einzige
Reihe Luftauslassöffnungen (4) innerhalb des
Bahnkrümmungsbereichs (7) so angeordnet ist,
dass sie bezüglich des Mittelpunkts einen Mitten-
winkel von im Wesentlichen 45 Grad einnehmen,
und eine einzige Reihe Luftauslassöffnungen inner-
halb des stromabwärtigen Abschnitts (10) so ange-
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ordnet ist, dass sie bezüglich des Mittelpunkts ei-
nen Mittenwinkel von im Wesentlichen 15 Grad ein-
nehmen.

4. Vorrichtung nach irgendeinem vorhergehenden An-
spruch, worin die Reihen der Luftauslassöffnungen
innerhalb eines Randbereichs angeordnet sind, der
zwischen Randpositionen mit Mittenwinkeln von 5
bis 60 Grad liegt, und zwar bezogen auf den Mittel-
punkt.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, worin eine einzige
Reihe Luftauslassöffnungen innerhalb des strom-
aufwärtigen Abschnitts (9) so angeordnet ist, dass
sie bezüglich des Mittelpunkts einen Mittenwinkel
von im Wesentlichen 45 Grad einnehmen, und eine
einzige Reihe Luftauslassöffnungen innerhalb des
stromabwärtigen Abschnitts (10) so angeordnet ist,
dass sie bezüglich des Mittelpunkts (8) einen Mit-
tenwinkel von im Wesentlichen 15 Grad einneh-
men.

Revendications

1. Moyen (1) servant à changer la direction de dépla-
cement d'une bande (W) comprenant :

a) une barre longitudinale (2) comprenant un
cylindre creux comportant une pluralité
d'ouvertures de sortie d'air (4) formées en une
pluralité de rangées sur la longueur de celui-ci,
de sorte que lesdites ouvertures de sortie d'air
s'étendent à travers la paroi de ladite barre lon-
gitudinale, où la surface circonférentielle exté-
rieure de ladite barre longitudinale comporte
une région de bouclage de bande (7), autour
de laquelle la bande se met en boucle afin de
changer sa direction de déplacement d'une
première direction à une deuxième direction,
ladite région de bouclage de bande ayant une
partie amont (W1), comprenant la partie circon-
férentielle (9) de la barre s'étendant entre le
point auquel ladite bande touche en premier la
barre (5) et le point médian (8) entre les points
de contact initial et final (6) entre la bande et la
barre, et une partie aval (W2) comprenant la
partie circonférentielle (10) de la barre qui
s'étend entre ledit point médian et le point de
contact final entre la bande et la barre,
b) une unité d'alimentation pour envoyer de l'air
comprimé (3) à l'intérieur creux de ladite barre
tournante de telle manière que, en utilisation,
l'air est expulsé à travers lesdites ouvertures de
sortie d'air où au moins une rangée d'ouvertu-
res de sortie d'air est prévue dans chacune
desdites partie amont de la région de bouclage
de bande et partie aval de la région de bouclage

de bande, et où il n'y a pas d'ouverture de sortie
d'air au niveau desdits points de contact initial
et final entre la bande et la barre, et le point
médian entre eux, caractérisé en ce que les
ouvertures de sortie d'air à chaque extrémité
de chaque rangée d'ouvertures de sortie d'air
(4) sont situées entre 50 mm et 150 mm de dis-
tance vers l'intérieur par rapport aux positions
sur ladite barre qui correspondent aux bords la-
téraux de la bande lorsqu'elle est enroulée
autour de la barre tournante en utilisation.

2. Moyen selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les ran-
gées d'ouvertures de sortie d'air (4) sont placées à
l'intérieur d'une plage circonférentielle entre des po-
sitions circonférentielles ayant des angles centraux
de 5 et 60 degrés, respectivement, par rapport au
point médian (8) entre les points de contact initial
(5) et final (6) entre la bande (W) et la barre (2).

3. Moyen selon la revendication 2, dans lequel une
rangée simple d'ouvertures de sortie d'air (4) est
placée à l'intérieur de la région de bouclage de ban-
de (7) de telle manière à prendre un angle central
sensiblement égal à 45 degrés par rapport audit
point médian, et une rangée simple d'ouvertures de
sortie d'air est placée à l'intérieur de la partie aval
(10) de telle manière à prendre un angle central
sensiblement égal à 15 degrés par rapport au point
médian.

4. Moyen selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel les rangées d'ouvertures
de sortie d'air sont placées à l'intérieur d'une plage
circonférentielle entre des positions circonférentiel-
les ayant des angles centraux de 5 et 60 degrés,
respectivement, par rapport au point médian.

5. Moyen selon la revendication 4, dans lequel une
rangée simple d'ouvertures de sortie d'air est pla-
cée dans la partie amont (9) de telle manière à pren-
dre un angle central sensiblement égal à 45 degrés
par rapport au point médian, où une rangée simple
d'ouvertures de sortie d'air est placée dans la partie
aval (10) de telle manière à prendre un angle central
sensiblement égal à 15 degrés par rapport au point
médian (8).
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